Transient evoked otoacoustic emissions in the elderly.
The purpose of this study was to analyse the changes in transient evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAEs) with age. We studied 232 subjects above 60 years of age with a battery of audiological tests, including TEOAEs Our criterion for the presence of TEOAEs was based on a cut-off at overall wave reproducibility 55% or overall response level 4 dB SPL. The prevalence of TEOAEs in left ears was 55.6%. No TEOAEs were found in subjects with a pure-tone average (PTA) above 40 dB HL. In the subgroup with TEOAEs, a significant decrease in overall wave reproducibility with age was found. We compared 45 normal-hearing elderly subjects with TEOAEs with a control group of 20 normal-hearing young adults The elderly had significantly lower mean overall response levels and mean overall wave reproducibility. Average hearing level was significantly higher in the elderly than in controls We conclude that the prevalence of TEOAEs decreases with age, and that the overall response level and overall reproducibility decrease with age. This decrease may not be seen in isolation from the increase in hearing threshold level.